Feeding Biomechanics in Billfishes: Investigating the Role of the Rostrum through Finite Element Analysis.
Billfishes are large pelagic fishes that have an extreme elongation of the upper jaw bones forming the rostrum. Recent kinematic and biomechanical studies show the rostrum to be associated to feeding, however, it is less clear how the wide range of morphologies present among billfish may affect their striking behavior. In this study, we aim to assess the mechanical performance of different rostrum morphologies under loads that simulate feeding and to test existing hypotheses of species-specific feeding behaviors. We use finite element analysis (FEA)-a physics-based method that predicts patterns of stress and strain in morphologically complex structures under specified boundary conditions-to test hypotheses on the form and mechanical performance of billfish rostra. Patterns of von Mises stress and total strain energy suggest that distinct rostral morphologies may be functionally segregated. The rounder blue marlin rostrum may be better suited for a wide range of slashing motions to disable prey, whereas the more flattened swordfish rostrum appears to be more specialized for lateral swiping during prey capture. The almost homogenous stress distribution along each rostrum implies their possible use as a predatory weapon regardless of morphological differences between species. The mechanical implications of other less commonly reported behaviors such as spearing are discussed, as well as the potential impact of hydrodynamics in shaping the evolution of the rostrum in this lineage. Anat Rec, 2019. © 2019 American Association for Anatomy.